A Lifetime of Experiences

Studying abroad presents the opportunity to learn new cultures, improve language fluency and make new friends that last a lifetime.

I managed to chalk up an impressive 11 countries in the 6 months. With full use of Copenhagen as a regional hub we scrounged cheap airfares to places like Prague and London. We made good use of our bus passes and student cards to get cheap trains around Denmark, Sweden and Germany. So I guess you could say that we DID get around!

- Kat 2002, Copenhagen B-School Internship

Norway is a scenic country. Unfortunately, it is not very enjoyable during winter. It is cold and the worst thing is: it is raining all the times. I would highly recommend you come in summer semester.

- Jeanny, 2002, NHH Bergen Norway

Highlights: castles (including the Hamlet’s castle in Helsingør), Viking ships (we sailed a replica ship in Roskilde), American movies with Danish subtitles! (at least they weren’t dubbed), cheap beers with expensive deposits on the bottles, beautiful architecture and public artworks, and tabloid harassment of Mary Donaldson, the Australian woman dating the Crown Prince Frederik.

- Daniel 2001, Copenhagen B-School Internship

Warning: upon return, students will not stay long in Perth before going off on another fabulous adventure

- Sarah 1998, Uppsala Sweden

How?

The Funds:
To encourage students to acquire an international dimension to their MBA, the University provides some bursaries.
These bursaries are only available to partner exchanges and internships. Transfers, Intensive programs and Industry program participants not eligible.

Application deadlines (approx.):
1 April for studies June – Nov
1 Sept for studies Jan – June

When?

The Preparation and Application:

Full-Time GSM Students:
first trimester of full-time study

Part-Time GSM Students:
by the time you have completed 4 units,

Plan:
☐ enough money to cover your return airfare,
☐ passport,
☐ visa,
☐ travel insurance,
☐ accommodation
☐ and living costs for your time overseas

the sooner you start planning & saving the better!

Not sure where to go or how to get there?
Your MBA Studies Coordinator Can Help!

Contact GSM Reception for an appointment
Ph: 61 (8) 6488 3980
Business schools are known by the company they keep

GSM takes part in many international exchange programs with leading business schools throughout the world. These international programs offer students the opportunity of living and studying overseas.

When?

How long can I go for:

- Exchanges from 3 – 6 months depending on the host institution
- Intensive Summer / Winter Schools 2-6 weeks
- Transfers to offshore GSM programs (Singapore, Manila, Jakarta) vary around 3 months
- Industry Study Programs normally run across 2 terms, with the 2 weeks travel components between the terms

Where?

The Partners:

- Copenhagen Business School, Denmark
- WHU Otto Beisheim GSM Koblenz, Germany
- Norwegian Sch. of Econ & Bus. Admin (NHH)
- University of Vienna Wirtschaftsuniversität.
- Uni. of Witwatersrand (WITS Business Schl), Sth Africa
- University of Boconni, Milan, Italy
- Burgundy School of Business, Dijon, France
- North Carolina State University
- Paris Graduate School of Management (ESG)
- University of Washington … and more!

Why Should I Go?

The Benefits

Participating in an international program is an investment in your future.

Going from the familiar to the unfamiliar provides a unique opportunity for your personal development.

Studying abroad gives you the opportunity to:

- Study at leading Universities in their area
- Participate in cultural exchange
- Do an internship
- Enhance your marketability and employment opportunities in the global workplace
- Take units not available at GSM
- Build professional and an international network
- Travel and broaden your outlook
- Have the experience of a life time!
- AND it looks good on your CV!

How Much?

The fees!

- Exchange partners waive tuition fees. You are responsible for meeting accommodation, living and travel expenses. You will pay your normal tuition fee to GSM - UWA
- Intensive Summer / Winter Schools are fees payable varies from A$4,900 – A$7,000 for 2 units including accommodation, some meals, materials
- GSM offshore transfers fees are payable at local rate
- Industry Study Prog incurs GSM fees + expenses

How?

The Options Available:

You can study abroad in many ways:

- Direct exchange with partner Universities
- Internship Opportunities
- Intensive Summer / Winter School Programs
- Transfer to GSM’s offshore campuses
- Industry Study Program (next: Shanghai 2006)
- Or your own choice of a reputable University *

Who?

Am I eligible for int’l studies?

- Be currently enrolled at UWA-GSM
- Completed Stage 1, prior to going abroad.
- Enrolled in MBA International / MBA Advanced
- At least a “strong credit” academic average
- (Subject to approval. Can be selected from ALMOST 100 UWA University level agreements). This option is usually fee payable

Intensive Programs:

- AISAM, Malaysia (2 wks)
- ESSAM Aarhus, Denmark (2 wks)
- European Business Schlo (Schloss Reichtartshausen EBS), Germany (4 wks)
- Vienna Wirtschaftsuniversität WU Int’l Summer University (3 - 4 wks)
- WHU Koblenz Intensive School (3 - 4 wks)
- CBS Int’l Summer Uni – Copenhagen (6 wks)

Why?

The company they keep

Business schools are known by

What?

Overview:

GSM's participants are competitively selected against academic and other criteria.

The language of instruction at all our partner business schools is English.

You will receive full credit at GSM for the studies taken at the overseas institution.
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